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Bates Special Train
Leaves Saturday
9:25 A.M.
4

Vic

Z 2ti5

Masque Curtain
At 7:45 P.M.
Monday
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Maine Masque Senate Plans
Work Recovery and
Gives First
New System
Private Initiative are
Play Monday
For Election
Vital, Says Stockdale Ashworth and Robie Purpose is to Correct
Are Basic Factors Rev. B. I. Bell
For American
To Lead Services
Prosperity
The subjects of the two sermons of

Have Lead Roles
In Melodrama

Former Evils and
Facilitate Voting

By Joseph Ingham

A new system of voting will be
insalled at class elections which will
be held on November 7. The system
is a combination of last year's preferential system and the method used
in preceding years. The system includes seven major points:
1. The primaries and caucuses will
be held on the same night. There
will be twenty-four delegates.
2. Each delegate will bring in two
nominations.

No. S

Maine Opens State Series
At Bates with Undefeated
Eleven; Doc Gerrish Out
Expect Garnet
Women Hear Former Head
To Use Air
Mrs. Sawyer
Of Athletics
Attack
At Conclave
Is Featured

"The Girl of the Golden %Vest,"
first production of the Maine Masque
this season, will open a four-night
run next Monday evening at 7:45 in
Scoffs at Prediction
the I.ittle Theatre. Neil Sawyer,
Prominent Clubwomen Bryant to Pay Tribute
former dramatics major at the UniOf Dictatorship
versity, is directiog the play in the
Find Majority of Girls
To Former Cross
In America
absence of the regular director, Prof.
Want
Marriage
Country Stars
Herschel Bricker, who is now recovBy Daniel Caouette
ering front an appendectomy.
"Most girls want marriage for a
The Alumni-Faculty luncheon, a
Work recovery as the solid
A comedy melodrama, it will neicareer and will have it, and that ca- highlight of the annual Homecoming
3. Seventeen men, including two reer, although husbands hate to admit
foundation for American prosther be as heavy nor as thoughtprogram at 11:45 Saturday morning,
By Jerry Schmidt
provoking as some plays the Masque off-campus men, and seven women it, does require leadership ability in
perity was the keynote of the
has done; but for sheer entertainment will compose the number of delegates. a woman," stated Mrs. Haven Sawyer, November 11, which this year will
address by Dr. Allan A. StockFresh from four successive
value, "The Girl of the Golden West"
4. There will be forty-eight names prominent Bangor clubwoman, in set- honor cross country teams, runners,
wins, the undefeated
dale, speaker for the National
Maine
will be tops.
on the slate to start with at the pri- ting the keynote for the second Wom- and coaches in Maine's history, will
Black Bear will enter State
Association of Manufacturers,
mary
election.
Each
member
will
en's
Leadership
Conference
held
last
Its leads will be played by Barbara
feature, among other speakers, R. Series competition against Bates
and editor of "Reveille," before
Ashworth. as the "Girl," and John- vote for the president first. Then the Saturday and Sunday in the M.C.A. Hampton Bryant, '15, of Biddeford, at Lewiston with the best record
a University assembly in Memocut
to
five and voted upon building.
nie Robie, as "Dick Johnson." A • list will be
to pay tribute to the guests of honor. and brightest outlook that a
rial Gymnasium last Tuesday.
handsome couple acting in their first again, after which the list will be cut
In her speech Mrs. Sawyer re- Other speakers of the day will be Maine team has enjoyed in many
Speaking on "Foundations of Amerbig Masque roles, they obviously are to two. Each delegate will have two marked on the growing demand for President Arthur A. Hauck, who will a year.
ican Life," Dr. Stockdale said that the
a natural team for they certainly votes each time and the ballot must leadership ability in women, comment- welcome the alunuti on behalf oi the
Coach Fred Brice is non-committal
American way was based on work and
click while acting opposite each other. have two different names to be valid. ed on effective organization, and de- University, and alumni president Fred
on the question of a Pale Blue victory
private initiative.
Another major role will be played
5. The delegates will vote for the fined the qualities of a good leader. D. Knight, '09, of Boston, who will
this Saturday. The amazing record
"One of the encouraging things
The Arts Club voted to resume the by Russ Wooley, who will appear as three different officers in the same "A real leader," said Mrs. Sawyer, announce the annual presentation of of the team gives supporters the
about American life today is work re"Jack Rance," sheriff-gambler, suitor way, leaving two candidates for each "has that indefinable something that the Alumni Service Emblem,
cause to predict a possible landslide
covery. The people want work recov- presentation of the annual Varsity for the hand
of the "Girl," and all- position to be put on the final ballot. makes people feel they should do
Mr. Bryant, who, as an undergradu- win over Bates. However, the loss
ery and there is a desire for the self- Show which was dropped last year, round tough
hombre.
Russ
was
well
something
to
help
her
and
he
glad
to
6. The elected class officers will
in its first business meeting of the
ate, was an active campus leader and of Ken Burr and Doc Gerrish for
made way," Dr. Stockdale declared.
chosen for the part and has been mak- choose committees from the remain- do it."
athlete, returned to the University Saturday, coupled with a slight inReferring to Father Coughlin's re- season last Wednesday night, October ing the most
of
it.
ing forty nominees.
Following Mrs. Sawyer's address on later as graduate manager of ath- jury to Spud Peabody, may slow
cent prediction that the United States 18. Further details of the production
The only other girl in the show is
7. The woman's office will be that Saturday afternmin, the conference letics. In this responsible position, down the Maine attack considerably.
will come under the rule of a dictator, will not be released for publication freshman Joanne
Solie, who plays a
divided into smaller groups for more he was able to know and appreciate Also Spencer Leek and Parker Small,
of secretary.
the speaker said that lie has no such until later.
squaw melodiously named "Wowkle."
detailed discussion of specific prob- the individual athletes whose loyalty both with twisted ankles, may be out
In the absence of president Bob
This
report
was
drawn
up
fear.
by
a
This role allows but little emotional
lems. Mrs. Joseph Hamlin, formerly and hard work contributed to Maine's Saturday, although Leek's injury
"Do you think that 130,000,000 peo- Robertson, vice president Norris Ad- range; but Joanne makes up for that committee appointed by the Student
Ruth Pagan, president of W.S.G.A., successes both in cross country and might clear up by that time.
ams
presided
over
the
meeting.
It
ple, one fourth of whom are in touch
by smoking a pipe as well as any Senate, composed of Alice Ann Dono- led the group discussion for
presi- other sports.
On the other hand, the Maine line.
van, John Maines, and Richard Morwith education, will submit to dicta- was decided that Arts Club members Indian.
dents; Mr. James Gannett, one for
will receive shingles certifying memThe annual award of the Alumni strong. untrammeled, and dominant as
ton.
torship?" he asked.
Others, among whom are Virgil
secretaries;
Miss
Bernice
Borgman,
bership in the spring. Membership
Service Emblem is a regular feature ever and with Red Lane back at
The method of choosing delegates
Starbird, as "Sidney Duck," Lloyd
Dr. Stockdale attributed the lack of
treasurers; Mrs. Lloyd Flewelling. socard may be obtained from Esther
the Homecoming luncheon. Mr. right end, probably rates above the
Duggan, as "Nick," the bartender, for the class caucuses will be the cial committees; Miss Edith Wilson, of
confidence and the fear of the public
Drummond, William Treat, and NorKnight will announce the name of Bobcats' forward wall. Jim Harris,
and I.ouis Chadwick, as "Sonora same as that of last year. The seven membership committees; Miss Cecelia
to invest its money in business enterris Adams.
the viiimer of this year's award which doing a grand job at center in place
Slim," will do their parts in helping women delegates will be made up of McCarthy, refreshmen committees;
prise on government taxes on corporais given to an outstanding member
(Continued on Page Three)
Peter Berenis. Villiam Perry, Eve- to create the 1850 gold-mining town one delegate from each of the five
tions and individuals and on the unrest
Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner, Panhellenic, of the alumni bodv in recognition of
lyn
Tondreau,
and
Ed
sororities
Tanner
off-campus
and
were
nontwo
atmosphere.
in the field of labor. But, he said, "the
Rushing Chairman and Committee; services contributed to the University
sorority women. The seventeen men
(Continued on Page Four)
red line of recovery is steadily going appointed program committee for the
and Miss Beth Pendleton, song lead- and the Alumni Association.
next
meeting,
which
will
be
held
on
include
delegates
representatives
will
•
up." He saw a steady rise in the
ing.
Previous winners have been—Harty
from each of the seventeen fraternifuture because of the expansion of the November 8, and the meeting drew
The Sunday
morning sessions Sutton. '09, the late Hosea Buck, '93.
to
a
close
with the serving of refreshties plus three non-fraternity men.
country on its scientific frontiers.
For all students who are interested
ments.
Freshman delegates will include opened with group singing and a C. Parker Crowell. '98, Edward E.
"Two hundred seventy-three milin doing radio work, there will be a
fourteen from the two men's dolmi- commentary by Dean Wilson who said Chase, '13. Allen \V. Stephens, '99,
lion dollars a year are spent on scienSemi-finalist teams in the intra- tories, three off-campus men, and that the greatest tragedy of life is that William McC. Sawyer, '01, Raymond meeting at 7:00 p.m. tonight in the
tific research in this country." said
mural debate tournament, sponsored seven women, including representa- of unstretched. untried wings, and that H. Fogler, '15. George H. Hamlin, Faculty room in South Stevens. This
Dr. Stackpile. This money is used to
also applies to any freshmen who are
by the Debate Club, are composed of tives from North Hall and the Ma- it was quite appropriate that a leader- '73, and A. L. Deering. '12.
find new fields fir industrial expansion
interested.
Molly Kagan and Edward Oppen- ples, one from the Elms, and two ship session he held on Sunday. since
Jose Iturbi, pianist, will begin the!
and results in the increase in employIt is not essential that any previous
Sunday is a day to relax and stretch.
heim; John Webster and John Culli-' ill-campus freshmen women.
1939-1940 season of the Bangor Comment, he said.
experience in mike technique be had.
nan; William Treat and Elton Car(Continued on Page Four)
.A, presiding officer arid a recording
fliere will be announcing, drama,
"The challenge of American hie and munity Concerts on November 13. ter, who debated Monday afternoon;1 secretary will be appointed by the
writing, production. and all other
the spice of human living is weathering Charles Jullman, Metropolitan Opera Francis Andrews and Paul Morin; Student Senate.
the problems of life. The foundation of tenor. the Mozart Boys Choir, and Samuel Tracy and Russell Wooley;
The annual dinner meeting of the phases. Anyone and everyone having
American life is still work. This is Helen Jepson. soprano, will he pre- Quentin Crandall and George DarMaine Teachers' Alumni Association musical talent, whether it be instruwhy America is turning to work re- sented on January 29, February 15, veau; Alma Fifield and Gertrude,
is being held in I.ewiston today with mental (Sr vocal, is asked to be there.
and April 2, respectively.
This meeting will organize a radio
Lansing Hatfield, baritone. and Professor Ava H. Chadbourne, '15,
covery," Dr. Stockdale concluded.
Tondreati, who debated on Tuesday
Season membership tickets, allowed afternoon.
Hope Manning lyric soprano, will be and George M. Carter, '18, as guests club on the campus, and a name will
to University of NI ante students :st a
h:lton S. Carter, '41, a major in guest artists at the annual fall Festi- of honor. As already announced, be chosen. Also plans for future
The subject of the tournament is:
special fee of $2.00 up until October Resolved, that the Federal Govern- public speaking, addressed the Maine val Concert of the Eastern Maine Professor Chadbourne is to be a broadcasts will be begun. Those who
will participate in the future campus
21, now are $5.00. These may be ob- ment should own and operate
the State Conference of Social Workers Musical Association to be held next speaker, and tribute will he paid to
tained from Carolyn Calderwood. Hal- railroads. The winners of the finals, at its annual convention Friday after- Monday at 8:15 p.m. in Bangor City her in recoguiti(in of her twenty-five broadcasts will be chosen from this
1
Mrs. T. Dayton Davies. national entitle; Prof. Sprague, North Stevens;
which take place on Thursday, will ' noon, October 20, at the Y.W.C.A. in flail, Prof. Adelbert W. Sprague, years' service to the University as a group.
president of Delta Delta Delta sorori- or Louis Thibodeau, Orono 370.
head of the department of music, an- faculty member.
be announced at the stag dance held Bangor.
ty, visited the Alpha Kappa Chapter
Only members will he allowed to by the Debate Club, Friday evening,
In his talk on "Speech Pathology nounced recently.
Mr. Carter is superintendent of
here October 22-24. While at Maine, attend the concerts.
as a Hindrance to Social AdjustBoth soloists are famous in opera, schools of Caribou and Limestone and
October 27.
Mrs. Davies stayed at Balentine Hall.
menu," Mr. Carter reviewed several operetta, oratorio, concert. and radio. is president of the Maine Teachers'
This is the first time itt the history of
pathological speech cases of the past Miss Manning has appeared in stellar Association.
The discussion of possible speakers
the University that the national presiUniversity of Maine Summer Ses- rides in motion pictures.
This alumni unit meets each year for the coming lecture series and the
dent of a sorority has been on the camsion.
The Eastern Maine Festival Chorus in connection with the Teachers' Con- election cif six new members was the
pus.
Mr. Carter's speech fitted the re- of four hundred voices, of which the vention and is one of the big alumni
business taken up at the recent meetMrs. Davies program was arranged
quirement of the public speaking de- University Chorus forms a unit, and meetings of the year. The Associaing of the C(intributors' Club. Marby Rachel Kent, local chapter presipartment that each major will make the Bangor Symphony Orchestra will tion is raising
a IOW fund which is guerite
Hannigan, president. andent. Mrs. Joseph Murray, of Orono.
a public appearance in his junior or also take part in the program. Prof. later to he presented to the Univer111 itinced uiday.
entertained Mrs. Davies at supper Sunsenior year.
.Adelbert Wells Sprague will conduct. sity.
By Edith Jacobs
The new members elected are: Cabe had front such an institution?"
day night, then a discussion with the
lista Buzzell. Virginia Hill, Mrs.
W old the bureau be a machine for
Bangor Alliance followed in the BalThe business of a date bureau
George Sanderlin, Claralyn Preble,
collecting and distributing "drips"?
entine Sun Parlor. On Monday the
has been a matter very much j)eCharles Peirce, and Raymond ValCould a tall, (lark, and handsome be
Panhellenic Council gave a luncheon,
fore student eyes in this univer- presented with
here.
a sophistocated senior
and the Tri-Delts held an informal tea.
sity recently. In the first "Cam- to take to a prom?
The (late for the next meeting was
One that he would
Mrs. Davies held conferences with the
.A candlelight initiation was Iteld
pus" Poll of this season ap- want to take to all
set for November 5.
future proms? If at the meeting of the members of the
chapter offices on Tuseday.
peared the question, "Would any tall, dark, and
handsome hero Home Ec Club Wednesday evening.
you sincerely support a date found himself in a plight
demanding October 18, in Merrill Hall.
Panhellenic Society
bureau if organized on cam- the salvaging services of a date
buA feature of the program was an
fore beat Virginia by 12 points, while
By Bill Chandler
Holds Teas for Frosh
pus?" Poll returns showed that reau. who is to say that some glamour
address by Dorothy Phan, '40. who
Navy could only take them over by 2
307 of the 574 students who girl wouldn't be in the same boat?
football
of
Maine
University
The
was awarded the Danforth Fellowpoints (14-12). With a 10 point ntarThe Panhellenic teas were held at
team climbed to new heights this week
Rev. Father D. Wilfred Soucy. of voted would support the bureau. No date bureau could guarantee a ship, on her trip to St. Louis,
gin over Navy, Maine could nose out Balentine Hall on the afternoons of
Mo.,
Sinclair, Maine, spoke on the subject It is believed that many more miracle that would work both ways last summer on the various plants by climbing into second place in the
Notre Dame by one of Dick Dyer's October 18 and 19. Barbara Ashnati(mal football standings. according
of "Co-operation" at a meeting of the who approved the idea on gen- every time; nor should it be expected which she inspected.
field goals, since Ille Irish sunk the worth and Corinne Comstock were coeral
principles
would
rather
stay
computations
Campa
statisof
to
the
Agricultural Club, Thursday evening,
to do so. especially since none of the
The new members are:
midshipmen by 7 'mints. Notre Dame chairmen of the committee in charge
home
alone
than
screw
up
their
October 18, at 33 Winslow.
parties concerned were getting very
Ileleti fWering, Carolyn Foster, tician. Experts give Tennessee a slight defeated Georgia Tech by 3 points. which also included Margaret MaxHe told of his work in the Saint courage to apply to a date bu- far before applying for help. Still,'Willa Ihnlley, Lois Long, Ella advantage over the Pale Blue. Third Georgia Tech walloped Howard 35-0.
well and Virginia Jewett.
John's River Valley in giving leader- reau.
that doesn't make a (late bureau client Teague. Erna Davis, Arlene Web- posithin falls to undefeated Notre Maine would therefore have a 41 point
The tea Wednesday, October 18,
In the I.over left hand corner of the a drip. After all, the bureau doesn't
ship to a general program of economic
Dame.
ster, Elizabeth Scammon. Mary Saradvantage over Howard, while Ala- was given for off-campus freshmen
rehabilitation. Father Soucy believes '39•'40 "M" blotter. "Males and Fe- pretend to be a lonely hearts' club.
Statistics for this week's poll are bama could score only 21 against flow - and transfer students. In the receivgent, Helena Jensen, Victoria Macthat the people of an area must have males" have their wandering attention
Judging by the poll returns, a date Kenzie, Virginia Foss, Bette Jane revealed as f011OWS : Maine defeated and.
ing line were: Dean Edith %Vilson,
brought
to
the
fact
that
"A
their economic needs fulfilled in a
perfect bureau organized on campus under Walker, Mary Elizabeth Grady.
Connecticut State by a margin of 13
With this 20 point advantage over Elizabeth Kruse, president of Pandate
for
a
nominal
fee" is to be had authoritative management would have
measure before anyone can effectively
• 2sfadolin Rogers, Gladys Clark, Ber- points, making the Pale Blue 10 points Alabama, the Pale Blue is beaten by hellenic Council, and the presidents of
administer to their spiritual needs. by consulting the Confidential Date much better business than the one now niece Thompson, Lois Savage, Char- better than Wesleyan, who beat the Tetinesece 21-20, since Tennessee beat
the respective sororities.
Priscilla
He has attempted to help these peo- Bureau in Orono. Yet the date bureau languishing in Orono Careful study lotte Peirce, Margaret Church, Eliza- Nutmeggers by only three points (9-6). Alabama 21-0. This loss by one point Pineo
poured for this tea.
ple by the organizatimi of co-opera- apparently isn't doing enough business Of case histories, and the feeling on the beth Bearce, Rita Johnston, Phyllis Wesleyan was beaten by Rutgers by 6 shoves Maine into second place among
Thursday. October 19, the tea was
tives in the Valley, and his work has to keep regular office hours or even part of the students that everyone else Danforth, Mary Springer, Hope Bry- points (13-7), making Maine 4 points the Nation's leaders, although it keeps
given for freshman girls living on
won recognition throughout the State. to keep the manager within hailing dis- is doing it would make a (late bureau ant, Mary Chapman, Ruth Ellen Ben- better than Rutgers.
us above the powerful Notre Dame campus. Virginia Hill poured for
About seventy-five members attended tance of those in distress.
system as r1111(11 of an asset to the inner son, Jane Given, Priscilla Brown,
Rutgers beat Maryland by 1.3 points squad. -Si hiss tacked on Tennessee the tea, and the presidents of the reRefreshments were
the meeting.
The chief question concerning a date working of this campus as it has been Lois White, Eleanor Johnson, Mar- (2512). Maryland lost to Virginia may send the Pale Blue to the Rose spective sororities
were in the receivserved.
bureau is, "What kind of date is to on other campuses.
tha Page. and Margaret Moscone.
by 5 points (7-12) Maine could there- Bowl.
ing line.

OUTLOOK GOOD

the Rev. Bernard Iddings Bell, cannon
of St. John's Cathedral, Providence,
R. I., who will preach Sunday in the
I.ittle Theatre and in Orono, were
announced today by Albion P. Beverage. general secretary of the Maine
Christian Association.
Rev. Bell, who will also lead the
Sunday morning service in the Episcopal Church, Old Town, will be the
speaker at the regular Sunday afternoon Vespers service in the Little
Theatre at 4:15 o'clock. His subject
will be "The Pertinacy of Faith." He
will speak at the regular Sunday meeting in the Fellowship Church, Orono,
on "Christianity and World Problems." The public is invited to attend all of these services.

BACKS FAST
Pale Blue Line
May Decide
Outcome

Arts Club Plans
For Varsity Show

Radio Club to
Meet Tonight

Semi-Finalists To
Debate Thursday

Iturbi To Start
Bangor Concerts

Alumni Teachers
Honor Chadbourne

Social Workers
Hear Carter,'41

Noted Soloists to
Sing at Festival

Tri-Delt Host to
National President

Contributors' Club
Elects 6 Members

Co-ed Analyzes Question
Of Campus Date Bureau

Initiate 33 Women (
In Home Ec. Club Campus' Expert

Figures
Maine Next to Tennessee

Father Soucy Tells
Aggies of Co-ops
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The Mellow Side

-9

By Mimi
Steve Kierstead and John Mayo
These foolish things—this getting "Swing Out," by Erskine Hawkins, ter seems to have been played more
later earlier, the feel of heavy coats,'
or less in the bookstore, and it does
hstembet
The European War is shrouded for
snr
.........
the warmth of last year's mittens, the on Bluebird (B-10224-A), This ren- have something now and then. The
By Marguerite Bannigan
dition is the Hawk's theme song and
We
mystery.
Service,
Of
Cloud
a
Inc.
in
Advertising
the
Smericans
mothballs,
year's
this
of
smell
National
Press
Pssocialed Colle6iale
vocal is good, but not outstanding,
Jazz, whether we admit it or not,
Course Posbushers ILepreseletamr
trees, the unpopulari- a real fine thing. It has a fine intro and the arrangement is all right. The
Distributor of
. . are not content to wait for the truth has become an integral and vital part birthday-suited
red
of
sight
the
seat,
rumble
the
of
ty
by Hawkins, and then kicks into a best work, however, is done by the
s. noeufries of the exciting events and of eco- of American life. Like American life,
c.o.... • so....• L.s
Colle6de Digest
nomic. political, and social movements it has its dubious as well as its men- noses (and not from what you think). solid theme by the whole hand. Haw- tenor sax man, and it is really fine.
to reveal themselves in the light of torious aspects. Considered as music, But we like the winter; it reminds kins, the "20th Century Gabriel," does The record is rather commercial, but
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager. all other
of an oncoming Christmas vacahistory. This path to the truth im- which it isn't by many, much of it us
spondence to the Editor.in.atiet.
.
fine trumpet solo work, but perhaps the band really begins to push toward
Maine.
Orono,
post•offine,
the
at
matter
Entered as second-class
plies a wait of months and years for is short-lived, transient, hollow, and t
Subscription: 41.00 a year.
not
his best. The outstanding work the last of it.
Priloted at the University Press. Orono, Maine.
us on this side is done by the baritone
• •• •
all the basic factors in current events
Advertising Rate 50. per column inch
mechanized. Manufactured in mass One of the freshman girls got
Si
Extension
conTel.
building.
not
are
we
Yet
started
M.C.A.
light.
and
of
yesterday
corner
a
in
to come to
Office on the third floor
terrific
a
by "Uncle Arthur"
displays
is
He
it
records
age,
man.
sax
machine
Two
this
quantities in
t ent to wait. We feel that we must not surprising that a great deal of raving about the high and lowlights atnout of technique and ability. You Shaw that are to be had for a nickle
-in-Chief
Editor
CHARLES A. PEIRCE
know non'; we burn with the desire
of her spectacular high school career.
Business Manager , for an immediate analysis and inter- it is waste produce and that most of She was especially proud of the fact should listen for his stuff if you are apiece are "Lady Ile Good" and "Put
PETER J. SKOUFIS
able to hear this record. The Hawk's That Down in Writing." "Lady"
manufacturers are no more than
its
pretation of foreign news. These in- Tin Pan Alley-ists.
that, the ranking system allowing tenor man shows up in one fine solo has a fine sax first chorus, and then
EDITORIAL BOARD
conmust
analyses
always
and
numerical
she
for
grades,
only
terpretations
that is evidently greatly influenced by comes Shave in his true style. Near
Managing Editor Dorothy Shiro
Warren Randall
The late George Gershwin did not
Women's News Editor form to our preconceptions and fall into such a classification, accord- 'pulled down' a 96 in Conduct. We Hawkin's trumpet style.
the last the brass plays a figure and
Assoc. Editor
Rachel Kent
meant
that
if
unconscious
our
wonder
is
but
such
help
for
couldn't
Prejudices,
Society Editor
it is answered by the sax. It sounds
News Editor Alma Hansen
Charles Leining
we
side
"Raid
opposite
have
the
On
written
essays
of
collection
the
to
ing
whisthem,
she only 'pulled down' four
demand, or we will not accept
Sports Editor
David Astor
rcally O.K. The last few choruses really
side
Joint.
this
the
Man,
and
fellow-workers
and
friends
his
by
pers . ) )
The commentator who leads us into
at his best, and rock, and the whole thing is well
doubt of the ultimate success of edited by Merle Armitage. Deems Seen around Campus: the freshman kicks. Hawkins is
plays in his typically wild style. done, but perhaps a bit tiresome in
lie
"a
was
Gershwin
that
wrote
Taylor
the side we feel is right, we call peawhose parents sent him a boy swot
this disc there parts.
simistic, and he writes his column link between the jazz camp and the first aid kit, when he wrote home About the middle of
"Put That Down" is better, we
is a break and the tenor sax man
sucHe (Gershwin)
intellectuals."
preis
he
that
appear
will
it
that
so
important
most
woolen
stating he had three cuts...
Ten years ago last Tuesday came the single
takes a fine pick-up that is really a think. Tony Pastor sings a fine choelevation
and
spirit
ccxxledin.injecting
disillusion,
terrible
the
a
for
paring us
back memo- solid thing. This side really jumps rus and the words are plenty fine—
event in the world history since the signing of the Armistice,
of half-hose which brings
h
Iv a that he is championing the evil to Ahis incomparable expressions
ries of days before senior senility set all the way through.
listen for them. This record is the
s
boundtempernw
d
s
e
t
i
ar
t,
1
,
s
the
Stock Market Crash of 1929 which ushered in the most costly, the ,
inreassioinnit The columnist;
olitcnesworifteasgg
t,
. the fellow in the bookstore who
• s • *
one to play if you are beat for cash;
estless encrgy
less,- rm
most devastating economic depression known to mankind. On the
cone to "The Little Man Who Wasn't in other words, it's the first choice
ice-cream
his
wants
always
'Axiiet col- and emotions. Gershwin, himself, be African cherry (known in America
Even
tenth anniversay of this event we have not yet fully recovered jar-sighted and optimistic. Es
plat- when you have just one nickel.
realizaimpar- writing in 1933, said that the only as black cherry) ...the epidemic of There," by Larry Clinton. This
less
or
the
is
more
are
however,
who
uninists
that,
than
Worse
consequences.
from its
in music were
elements
Important
likes
our
and
must
tial
to
cater
to
us
moustache fever which causes
tion that we have yet to face an even more dreadful recession and
dislikes in wording their thoughts, ideas and feeling. His criticism of jazz quote our friend in a take-off front ▪
ALA!.41i.Aa.d A.. don't think they'll make the column—
aEh
of
perhaps more far-reaching economic revolution than the one
only
consists
it
of
much
that
is
or we would call them pro-German.
Dorothy Parker. Dottie says.
You'll learn sonic day...
sounds and tonalities.
which the Stock Market Crash of '29 began.
It is because we search so avidly
don't make passes
Men
4
Hockey games start soon—How
What
inappropriateness.
of
acheight
essays,
these
throughout
He is,
Irony is defined as the
for the truth that we are perplexed
At girls who wear glasses.
about some more competition this
could be more inappropriate on this tenth anniversay than the by current events; we search for ex- knowledged to have given shape and Our pal says,
year from the boys—lt makes good
direction to American music and to
outbreak of a political conflict on foreign fields which must oc planations that cannot be made with
And girls don't make passe,
sliding fun...Too bad Roger has to
musical
American
an
evolved
have
At men with moustaches.
necessity lead to an even greater economic conflict and catastro- the inadequate sources of information vocabulary as he exploited artistic
go away, isn't it. Polly, P P Those
now available. Thus we are forced
The couple who walk around cam- Wir'4,1ir`IP NV'IV
phe in the years to follow the signing of the next peace when it
Pr II• bride's books that IOC.VO scent Peggy
possibilities.
to listen to half-truths and to guesses
pus hand in hand with only one pair of ,
,Ind Betty reading so intently cercomes? It is certainly ironical, moreover, that the United States and sre
By University Snoops
d them Europeann Paul Whiteman, held by many to gloves between them. Romantic and
ninuiltaistiosnh,ronadned
pec
n:ally do look interesting ...
the
through
should emerge front the last economic depression
I
in mystery or be the dean of American jazz, called economical, we think ...and last and,
Hello again! ! A little more to
Tire new initiates into the fraterbenefits of a business boom brought about by the single factor, us. This demand we make
nfor- him the perfect wedding, a man who of course, least, the froth, who are
riy
to Glenna nities have just gotten their own
...Congrats
week
this
you
, Illation makes us do unusual things. can write a hit and still make it a old enough to know better, but too Johnson and Don Smith ...Also Jane
which will result in the depression of 1950.
pins—Well, business in this column
In the first place, because we feel composition worthy of the concert young to understand why.
teach-:
and
students
idealistic
the
that
then
wonder
little
is
the,
It
I Dyer and Bill Cook...What's
be picking up—All we need
d
oul
-sh
field's earnest attention. He cites
half
the
about
now
disillusioned
so
shells
1
football
the
their
We especially admire
five dollar bet that Marcia and Franers of the pre-Hitler era have once again crawled into
(Continued on Page Three)
the unforgettable Rhapsody in Blue
mostly
misinformation,
the
and
truths
the Maine-New ces have? ? ? John Mayo went to'
have adopted a philosophy of fatalism. To no student of of our own making. that we swal- as a graphic example. Walter Dam- enthusiasts who saw
Our letterbox was saved from lime- Stoneleigh this week-end and came
history can the outlook of the future be very bright. For conso- lowed
•ed in the last war, we now veer rosch praised his originality of me- liness by the following letter.
back minus two articles—the mus- i
lation he can only hope for a philosophical renaissance based to the other extreme and refuse to lodic invention and harmonic progres- Dear Aunt Jenny:
melte and the pin—How is Paula?
Johnson
Rosamond
J.
and
sions
on a new humanism which will lay the foundations for a stable, believe anything, lest it be propaganthaed‘tdreieanglet ...Connie and Gene seem to like eachl
d
It's theld or tory
most
the
sounded
Gershwin
declared
da. In neither case do we objectively
your
and enduring peace and prosperity upon the conclusion of the
. atpresent • • •
, other's con,Panv
again,. need.
study the information we receive to effective call of awakening to the cul- have
•
a fellow here '
with
going
been
Present chaotic conditions in which the world is now moving,
discover what truth and what facts lure and development of the American on campus for two months. We are . Tr: Delta dance a big success—
combinations present ...
backwards.
may be embedded in it. We say that musical idiom, based solely on the hot serious, but, just the same, he S'onte good
because our emotions have led us folklore of America since Anton!I asked me to wear his pin. Mean- l'hi Eta had some good decorations
at their barn dance—Lots of fun...
.
astray, we refuse to use our intelli- Dvorak's Symphony From the New white however
rten , a Peg Maxwell's lipstick must be dehave a
gcnce, to act like students. Although
Fuller Brush man, who is waiting for creasing rapidly...
we cannot interpret current events Despite all this recognition from
The Maine team sure has what it
The Senior Skull Society will sponsor special trains to the adequately, we can at least follow those prominent in the music world
staWebster
leave
will
train
Bates and Colby games. The Bates
many maintain that his fellow com- to sincerity and faith in himself. Their takes—Another game chalked up on
them sanely.
the w • r column—Do it again this
tion at 9:25 Saturday morning, arrive in Lewiston at 12:30, and
Our search for the truth also leads posers were never fair to hint. 1 hey remarks are chiefly eulogistic, rather week ...Special train to Bates—Lots'
about
BEAUTIES
11:20
articles
patronizing
at
Orono
his
accounts
wrote
leave
the
than critical. Several of
us to another strange conclusion. The
leave Lewiston at 5:15. The Colby train will
inopera
Porgy and Bess, seizing upon are not much more than enthusiastic going down—Ought to be fun and
train
Colby
are
leaders
the
warring
for
the
of
countries
Tickets
5:00.
at
Waterville
leave
will
and
HIT TOWN !
Mho
e w-ss'esker. teresting ...So Tuttle and Rat kin
not ordinary men, we assume. They Iris imperfections and deficiencies prai-se f a friend
may be purchased front any Senior Skull for $1.00. Both games
are supermen and unusually far-see- while ignoring the fact that he mir- while others attempt honest evaluation
1, you want to see some
begin at 1:30.
• Is Quite a few• me back home. If I take the pin front
ing. Thus we get angry at Chamber- rored America in music. Their ac- 0Iris accomplis1mum
I patterned shirts that are
We are anxious that the dignity and respectability of Maine lain for his part in the Munich accord knowledgment was otte thing in life throw interesting and revealing shafts the campus collegiate, won't I be unreal beauties
.
shirts
that are absolutely tops
students will not be injured as a result of any improper behavior without looking at his background, his that Gershwin wanted and could not of light upon the production of Porgy faithful to niy home town Hercuic-•?
spirit
in
.
possessed
style
the
.
.
lie
composition
Since
just
drop
the
have.
in
and Bess as well as
What shall I do?
on the trains. Such a reputation is worth preserving. We feel education, or the desires of his people.
today and see our swell
there is little of such well-known numbers as Rhapart,
real
produce
to
the
scold
for
We
French
seeing
not
create
to
not
as
such
be
will
trains
the
Undecided
on
sure that our conduct
new collection of Arrow
the road the frustrated Germany doubt, in most minds, that had he sody in Blue. This anthology is also Dear Undecided:
an unfair impression of us as a group or as individuals. Let's
thins. $2 up.
lived longer he would have outgrown plentifully sprinkled with reproduc- I suggest you grab the pin. A bird
take
Versailles.
would
The
after
not allow our behavior to be uncomplimentary at a time when statesmen of the world are not proph- his technical immaturities to ascend tions of his pen and oil sketches, a in the hand is worth two in the
phase of art to which, he was devoted. brushes.
outside observers are likely to accept it as customary.
ets: they have no key to the future; to lofty musical heights.
(Signed)
About this creator of beautiful and (George Gershon, essays collected
they have no source or store of clearAunt Jenny
Old Town
cut truth to utilize in making their rapturous melodies, most of the com- and edited by Merle Armitage. Long.
Senior Skulls
decisions. They frequently may not mentators in this collection agree as mans, Green and Co. 253 pp.)
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By Myer Alpert

The Depression of 1950

Small

Stuff

Special Train

A. J. Goldsmith

even know the facts that other men
of lesser position know. Thus we
speak of Chamberlain as England.
Some business men look upon advertising in school publica- Stalin as Russia. Hitler as Germany,
tions as a goodwill gesture and a waste of money. However, a and Mussolini as Italy without regreat many business people retain the view that such advertising alizing that these men are not their
countries personified, but are only
has proved to be a very valuable selling medium, and are willing
the leaders of their countries. They
adverthese
advertise.
Thus,
to
expense
considerable
to
go
to
are very human. They try to gain
failure
the
or
success
for
degree
tisers are responsible to a large
the confidence of their fellow-men;
of a paper. If they are willing to support our paper, we, the stu- they use their judgment, not in the
light of absolute knowledge, but rathdent body, in return should co-operate by patronizing them.
We ask our subscribers to read the Campus ads and to er in the conflicting area of back(Continued on Page Three)
support the advertisers—local and national. Thank you.
P. J. S.

Patronize Our Advertisers

CORRESPONDENCE
((he correspondence columns of The Campus Mf• open to the public on pertinent
rittaJects, and lettere are welcomed. All
letters should be signed with the author's
real name, but • pen name will be used is
The
desired
publication of the letter
Ideas started in these columns are not
ly those of The C•mpus and should
•vc
not be no considered. The edl
the right to withhold any letter It a part

et any tessera

An Open Letter—

The Amazon I

OUT TODAY

Did you know that the University's
Music Department has the most valuable collection of phonograph recordings in the state of Maine, estimated
at several thousands of dollars?
Yes, indeed, and these are not kept
under glass cases or are they hung
up for display; but instead they are
The program of selections for the
available and can he played upon re- coming week is:
quest on Mondays. Wednesdays, and
Friday, October 27, TschaikowFridays from 3:30 p.m. to 5 o'clock,
sky's "Nutcracker Suite"
and also on Tuesdays and Thursdays
Monday.
Bach's "Brondenburg
from 4:15 to 5 o'clock in Room 17
Concertosof North Stevens. It is with great
Tuesday
Open for requests
pleasure that the department tries to
Wednesday. Selections from
fulfill your requests.
Debussy
Thursday, Lisst's "Hungarian
So, why not take advantage of this
Rhapsodic No. 2"
splendid library of music and turn in,
Friday
Open for requests
your desired numbers to Professor
(Signed)
Sprague or to whoever is in charge'
Louis H. Thibodeau
at the Music Box Concerts?

looking grand!

A new Arrow shirt
&

with

A new Arrow collar

RA ID II ©

We've timed your arrival on campus
with everything that's new in shirts.
Stripes and checks you've never seen
before—colors that are quiet—new
collar models—all tailored with the
Arrow touch — all streamlined
Mitoga fit and Sanforized
Shrunk. Auction off your
die-hard Arrows and get a
load of new ones. $2 to $5.

Arrow ties to harmonize
$1. and $1.50

By Corinne Comstock
Miss Eileen Cassidy, Miss Marian
Rogers, and Miss Helen Lengyel left
Thursday. October 26, for the Teachers' Convention in Lewiston. Miss
Lengyel is to speak to the physical
directors there on the subject, "Coeducational Recreation."
The hockey games are starting Wednesday. November I. and will continue
through the rest of the week. Uni(Continued on Page Three)

BACK TO THE GRIN

By Buel Godwin

"This is the second in our series.
thus began the Campus broadcast Sunday night. There have been quite a
number of comments on the stiffness
of the program, and the voices of

of those participating. These
questions might be asked: "Have you
ever done any broadcasting, and
weren't you a little bit frightened the
first time?" There were thirteen
people on the program and for ten
of them it was their debut. Those
who went on the airwaves for the
first time were Donald Sparks, Hugh

ghe Sussex
$2 up

some

Young, Archur Crapo, Linwood Day,
Fred Johnston, Priscilla Thomas, Leo
MacLeod. Leona Runion, Fred Briggs,
Fred Burden. The other three were
Paul Morin, William Dow, as announcers, and Quenton Crandall.
Another comment about the program concerned the fact that two
plays were given, which became a little wearing toward the end. Well,
there was supposed to have been muCOOliillIled On Page Three)

T HE

Sussex type collar is the current favorite of
students at Oxford and Cambridge, England. It
is definitely a young man's collar, cut on a low
drape template, the square points flare away from

the tie knot and are moderately wide-spread. hold
rigid by a celluloid insert which may be removed if
desired. Quick to discern the style importance of
this smart collar, Arrow designed the Sussex par
ticularly for American university men. It will strike
hard on your campus . . . better get one today
while they last. In white, colors, and striped patterns
with French cuffs. All neck sizes and sleeve lengths.

ARROW'SHIRTS
COLLARS . . . TIES . . .

ND KERCHIEFS.

UNDERWEAR

VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Connecticut Crosses Maine Goal
Line, But Loses, 20-6; Genge and
Stearns Star; Gerrish Injured

Expect Smith to Win
State Cross Country
Title at Augusta
Maine Favored to
Retain Team
Title

Arbor

By Paul Ehrenfried

Harriers Win
By Dave Astor
Easily From
Each year at this time the leaves have turned color and have begun
to fall; The University Casa Novas have scouted the co-eds and are beginWeak Colby
ning to fall; and the Maine State Series is beginning—some teams must fall. I

Bears Win Fourth
Consecutive
;a me
By H. Garfinkle

In a gruelling hard-fought
gridiron encounter at Storrs,
last Saturday, the Univer'
Conn"
sity of Maine defeated Connecticut State 14-7.
After winning the fourth straight
game, Coach Fred Brice said, "It
was the hardest physical game that
we have played this season. It was
a clean game, but the Connecticut
team was big and primed for Maine.
We had a had third period, but otherwise the squad played excellently."
The first was undoubtedly the
stronger half of the game for Maine,
Co-Captain "Doc" Gerrish going over
after three tries for a touchdown on
an off-tackle play from the two-yard
line before the contest was four mineutes old. Dick Dyer failed to kick
,
the point, but still giving Maine a
6-0 edge which she kept for the re..°1.7;7. :•egUla
Tr:;*.D
:
Ifback, is minder of the first quarter. Maine
1left haV*
Maine's best ground gainer
scored again in the second period.
Fullback Ed Barrows made a 35 yard
run and was tackled on the 10 yard
line. Here he received a pass from
Dyer and bulldogged his way over
the goal line. Dyer kicked the point,
boosting the score to 13-0, with six
minutes left to play for the half.
In the third period Connecticut
Freshman Bert Pratt climbed to the continually had the ball deep in Maine
pinnacle of University of Maine ten- territory, atid finally scored on a long
nis heights with a three straight set pass to the Nutmeggers' right end
victory over veteran Bob Hamilton., front the Bears' 40 yard line. The
The two top men in the field of 108 third period ended with the ball still
battled for the championship under far into Maine's territory.
the poorest of conditions, for gusts
Capable Roger Stearns then interof wind constantly swept the court cepted a Connecticut pass and ran
and dark clouds made visibility poor. 60 yards to the Maine 40 yard line.
A slow drizzle of rain started during A few pass plays and a double rethe last set.
verse brought the Bears to the 10 yard
The match was close througout and marker from which Stearns received
only through Pratt's ability to garner a long pass to the left flank from Dick
important points was he able to pile Dyer to score the final touchdown.
up the impressive score (6-2)(6-4) Halfback Dyer once again kicked the
(6-2). Bert's greatest asset was his point, bringing the final score to 20-7.
variety of shots, and his skill in hit- With nine minutes yet to play, a
ting the ball alternately hard and Maine fumble prevented a possible
soft at difficult angles proved to be fourth touchdown.
Hamilton's undoing.
Eddie Barrows played fullback in
Pratt played calmly all through the the place of Doc Gerrish, who suffered
match and seemed to be able to place a compound dislocation of the finger
the ball in any position on the court. during the third quarter, and Jim HarHamilton attempted to capitalize on ris played 58 minutes in place of the
Pratt's comparatively weak serve and injured Ken Burr. Roger Stearns,
backhand, but appeared to be unable Red Lane, and Spencer Leek alterto control his usually powerful fore- nated at the ends; Stan Johnson and
hand in this respect. Many points Hal Dyer were the tackles; Ed Cook
were lost to Pratt in this manner and Clary Genge the guards; Jack
with forehand drives which were too Reitz the quarterback; and Charlie
Arbor and Dick Dyer performed at
deep.
To the twenty or thirty spectators the halves. "I was particularly imwatching the match, the young fresh- pressed with the play of Eddie Barman showed possibilities of being one rows and Jim Harris. Harris, at
of the best players to enter the Uni- center in the place of Co-Captain
versity. His forehand is powerful Burr, played a great game. He was
and accurate, his drop shots are outstanding on the defense, especialenough to chill any tennis player's ly against forward passes, and he
heart, and his angle shots are uncan- made only one bad pass all afterny. These skillful shots plus a gene- noon. In addition, he played 58 out
of 60 minutes of a hard, gruelling
•
The main feature of the meeting of sic, but the people in charge tf the ral ability at field generalship make
game." said Coach Brice.
CORSAGES
FLOWERS
player.
good
a
Pratt
they
which
the members of the Debate Club last music didn't have the time
Of the 25 attempted passes. ConLOUIE HARRIS, la
thought was necessary to get the talPlay has started in the doubles
Thursday evening, October 19, was
necticut completed but five; of the 15
Campus representative for
ent together: so there was no music. tournament with a large number of
an address by Professor Reginald V. There is the hope that there soon will entries. Many of the first round passes Maine tried. 8 were successful.
O'LOUGHLIN'S
Each team earned thirteen first
Hobbah. of the department of ecodbe
matches have been played with the
GREENHOUSE
downs.
Ca1111,113 favorites advancing.
the
Maine
of
night
team
A
problem.
Thursday
The
railroad
the
on
nomics,
•
' on the air programs are coming right singles champion Pratt and Pinansky
along. This year there is the feeling should bear watching, as well as the
THE AMAZON
•
• that when the program gets started, veteran combination of Hamilton and
(Continued from Page 2)
they are going somewhere. Those on Crockett.
forms were issued Tuesday, October
the program were Marcia Finks. Peg
01.D TowN
24.
liannigan, Charles Peirce, and Bill
CHARTERED BUSES
"Information, Please" had as speThose junior girls receiving hockey
Kenyon, who was interviewed by
TAXI
Located Under the Bank, Orono
cial guests this week. Deems Taylor uniforms were Alma Hansen, Agnes
Dave Astor.
94-11
94-3
94-4
Elsewhere in the Campus there is and I.ouis Untermeyer. This program Walsh, Elizabeth (iammons, Helen
a notice about a meeting for all stu- is one of those well worth listening Wormwood, Margaret Philbrook, Mato. It comes on every Tuesday night vis Creamer. Beatrice Geason,
• &tits interested in doing broadcastPineo, Jean McDonough, June Webing. If there is the slightest interest, over N.B.C. at 8.30 p.m .
M. D. Milheron, Prop.
Quality at the
he sure to be there. Faculty Room, This next Sunday night on the Cairl- ster. and Dora West. Dora West, juSouth Stevens. Thursday night, No- pu, broadcast there will again be two . class leader, issued these suits.
GREEN GABLE BARBER SHOP
FIRST NATIONAL STORE
play., hut this time they will be more
The senior girls receiving their suits
vember 2, at 7:00.
Me.
Orono,
31 Main St.
on the entertaining side, rather than were Elizabeth Libbey, Elnora Savage,
Me
Orono,
Si,
Mill
Monument Square
educational. The two to be given are Maxine Robertson, Rachel Kent, Anna
III Be Nlaupassant's "Necklace" and an Simpson, Marjorie Deering, Ruth
I original radio sketch, "Get That StoWorcester, Gertrude Tondreau, LuSPORTLAND BOWLING ALLE1 ry." S lay, November 5, the Men's cille
Madikyks, Lucille Hall, Alice
Glee Club will be on the air.
Bowl for your health
Ann Donovan, and Jane Holmes, An"Gang Busters" is back on the air na Simpson. senior class leader, issued
st
the suits.

L.,tially one can predict which leaves and what Casas will fall, but the samel With four men tying for first place,
With decisive victories in both
does not hold true for the State Series, for never in the history of the series 1 the University of Maine varsity cross
season,
of its meets so far this
competition have the teams been so evenly matched. Only one team in the I country team outran the Colby harthe University of Maine varsity
state has been defeated and this defeat was at the hands of Harvard.
riers with a score of 15-47.
• * ••• * ••
cross country team faces Colby,
Running the course in the time of
Bates, and Bowdoin in the state
Co/by is blessed with its so-called "Dream Backfield." If given a
23.07:1/5, Smith, Blaisdell, Ingraham,
at
championships
country
cross
broken field. its It,',, backfield stars, Clyde Hatch and Johnny Daggett, will and Ehrlenbach all came in together.,
Augusta Friday.
run rampant. Daggett, especially, has been named by many sports writer: Butterworth came in next for the.
New
powerful
a
licked
Bears
The
as one of the best ball carriers in New England. Maine fans will remember Rears. Carde, first man in for ColHampshire team here October 14, 22only to well his two thrilling runs at Homecoming last year. Despite the by. followed Butterworth, and was
Wa
3.5, and trounced Colby, 15-47, at
loss of several linc,nen through graduation, Colby': line appears much strong- trailed by Fernald and Di Pompo, of ;
terville last Friday. These result,
er this year. The line is strong and fast, and its ends are adept at catching Colby.
would make one feel that the Pali
passes. On paper Colby appears to have everything, but games are won not
Dequine. of Maine, was the ninth
Blue runners have a good chance
on paper, but on the field.
man in, with four Colby men coming
winning the state title again this year.
in after him. The times for the last
and, in Coach Jenkins's opinion, th
Because of the graduation of many of its regulars, Bowdoin was supposed
four Colby men were not taken, behave.
hut
light
the
and
line
heavy
the
at
looks
one
when
But
year.
this
weak
be
to
I
cause of the fact that they were held
"I will not say that Maine nil' win
swivel-hipped backs, and the list of capable reserves one must ask himself,
up by a freight train going across the
the meet next Friday." Coach Jenkin,
"Who said Bowdoin is weak?" The Walshmen have a flock of good runcourse.
said in his usual conservative manner.
ners: Haldane, named by many as All-Maine fullback last year; Bonziagni,
"but I will be surprised if she does not."
The boys did a fine job and were
• ' Bell, Chapman, and Legate, all make a broken field, a halfback's Paradise.
Maine has a powerful five-man combiBowdoin has power, speed, and deception. Above all, it has reserves, and very impressive, was Coach Jenkins's
comment. He felt that Carde was the
nation that will be hard to break up,
if a team is as strong as its reserves, it will be "Bowdoin Beata."
only man who threatened the Maine
and unless colds develop during the CHARLIE ARDOR, a sixty-minute back.
•••• a * • *
week, the boys will all be in good shape will start at right half against Bates !
Of the eleven men who started against Maine last year. Bates has eight team, and even he failed to break up
Friday.
of them phis an excellent group of sophomores to take the field Saturday. the Bears' five-man winning combiThe other three teams possess men
As usual the Garnet has a heavy line—the star of this line being the center nation.
who may turn out to be somewhat of
The victory over New Hampshire.
and captain. Crooker. In back of this line are four backs who threw plenty
victory
a threat. Bates has Shepherd. Rollins,
.4 scares into Harvard. Mike Buccigross and Art Belleveau are the "Dar- 22-35, here October 14, and the
Waterville gives Maine
and Nickerson who ran fine races
lings" of the Bates' backfield. These two are able to run and pass with the last Friday at
against the strong New Hampshire
Continuing their winning streak, best of them. It MHO be remembered that the probable starting Bates' back- a clean slate when she goes into the
team; Bowdoin places her hope in Bab- the three freshman cross country field are all juniors. With this in mind the writer picks them as only a defi- state meet against Colby, Bates, and
cock, Hagstrom, and Doubleday; and teams came out victoriously last Sat- nite threat this year, brit the probable state champions next year.
Bowdoin at Augusta, Friday, October 27.
Carde, of Colby. is a strong runner, as urday over a strong Caribou High
• • a • a •••
was demonstrated in the Maine-Colby team and two teams of Old Town
How does Maine compare with these three strong outfits. Only "Dame
meet.
High.
Fortune" can foresee the success of the "Destiny Squad." "As long as my
In spite of the resistance which may
Team "A" won with a score of 22 first team can stay in the ball game, we'll give any team in the state a rub."
crop up during the meet, however, it to 39, the winning time of 12:40
prophesied Coach Brice. And as Buzz Tracy would say, "You ain't lyin'."
conclusions
would not be jumping to
turned in by E. Plourde, of Caribou, Maine lacks capable experienced reserves. This is especially true now that
The University of Maine freshmen
to predict that the state cross country being the second fastest ever done
two regulars, Doc Gerrish and Ken Burr, have been lost indefinitely.
were victorious over a powerful Kents
crown will remain at the University over the freshman course. In second
The first of the year Coach Brice said. "Make them tingle from head Hill squad last Saturday, 6 to 0. This
of Maine for another year.
place was Moody (M); 3rd, Marti- to toe and then watch them go." With apologies to the English department:
was the first defeat in five starts for
nez (M); 4th, Estabrook (M); 5th, the writer adds. For then they'll fetch that State Series title back to Orono.'
the Kents Hill aggregation, and the
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
(C).
Roy
BATES...
TO
ON
second win for the yearlings.
(Continued from Page Two)
Predictions:
The score of the Team "B" run
It was anybody's game for the first
6
13—Bates
Maine
ground, education, and pressure was 16 to 47. McLaughlin (M),!
three periods, and not until late in
Bowdoin 19—Colby 13
Bartley (Ml, Caldwell (M), Conant
groups...
the last quarter did the fighting Frosh
This discussion is particularly rele- (M). and Cunningham (OT) finished
succeed in scoring. A pass, good for
vant at this time. An Anglo-Turkish in that order with a winning time of
20 yards, from Chet Savasuk to Ken
Lewiston campus.
MAINE OPENS
Alliance was recently signed. The 13:34. Runnells (M ). Cunningham
Wright. co-captains, set them up in
take
will
Bates
that
exjected
is
It
One)
Page
from
(Continued
and
(M),
Kelly
(M),
interpretations,
Adell
(OT),
newspapers carried
position to score from the Kents Hill
espegame,
to the air early in the
prophecies, discussions of it. One Russell (M) finished in that order to
25 yard line. Al Edelstein crashed
thing seems sure; we can all prophesy give Maine a third victory, 19 to 41. of Burr, and the five reliables, Hal cially if the ground attack is stalled through the Hill Topper's forward
Next Friday afternoon sees the , Dyer, Stan Johnson. Ed Cook, Clary
with a likelihood of equal success.
by Maine's line. Of course, the Pale wall three times, scoring on the last
NVe cannot close our eyes to what is Gorham High team opposed to the '
Genge, and last, but not least, the Blue will mix up its attack with long plunge. The attempted kick for exhappening and refuse to read any- frosh Team "A." Not much difficulRoger Stearns, should drives and snappy passes. The kick- tra point was blocked. Freshmen 6,
thing lest we absorb some "propagan- ty, in the light of the shinging frosh littlest Bear,
line back on many a ing of Dick Dyer will be a factor of Kents Hill 0.
Bates'
the
set
visithe
defeat
to
expected
is
record
that
assume
even
da." We cannot
Several injuries to the Frosh squad
play.
great importance since Bates' kicking were suffered but Coach Jones said
the leaders of the two countries knew tors.
Germinus
backfield,
Maine
The
has been good all year.
what they wanted or what might
that the injured players would be in
SMALL TOWN STUFF
rish but plus Ed Barrows, with Dick
result from their actions. All we
Comparatively, Maine, which has shape to see action Thursday in the
Dyer, Jack Reitz, and Charlie Arbor been scored on but once in four wins,
(Continued from Page Two)
can do is search carefully through
annual "dog fight" between the Jayprobably starting. appears good.
this mass of material and endeavor
appears to stand head and shoulders vees and the Frosh. If practice scrimMike
Belliveau,
to discover the facts, to find out what is a little co-operation from you
Art
with
Bates,
above the Bobcats, who have lost only mages betweent the Jayvees and the
is going on. To do this is a great folks—Bill Beckman, Parker Moul- Bucigross, and Jim O'Sullivan in the to Harvard; nevertheless, past rec- Freshmen are any indication of the
Patrick
Joe
Fitz
ton,
Jim
Johnson...
accomplishment. Interpretation and
backfield, and with Johnson and ords seem to make little difference I coming game, it will be a battle to
emotions only becloud our thoughts certainly has his favored few well Crooke in the line, will be geared for in the Maine State Series.
the finish with each man and each
and make the task all the more diffi- trained for the weekly date ...See Saturday. not only because the game
A near-sellout is predicted, and the ,1 team giving their all.
you all next week.,
cult.
is a State Series opener, but also Senior Skull Special will carry a I
because it is Homecoming Day on the large percentage of students, as well'
RADIO NEWS
(Continued from Page Two)
as the band to the game.

Freshmen Harriers
Win Three Again

Dick Dyer

Bert Pratt
Is Victor in
Tennis Final

Freshmen Upset
Kents Hill, 6-0

VOUR LATEST OIFT!iTANDINI: SCREEN HIT%

BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Fri. and Sat.
Jackie Cooper, and
Freddie Bartholomew
in
"TWO BRIGHT BOYS"
A Story of the Oil Fields
Sun., Mon., Tues., ‘Ved.
I.loyd Douglas' Novel
"DISPUTED PASSAGE"
si ith
Dorothy Lamour,
Akim Tamiroff, John Howard
A gripping story you'll
never forget!

BIJOU
BANGOR
Oct. 28, 29, 30, 31
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Priscilla I .0
James Cagney
in
"THE ROARING
T W EN TIES"
n action-filled Drama
of the 1920's
Nov. 1, 2, 3
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
"HAWAIIAN NIGHTS"
Comedy with
Johnny Downs and
Mary Carlisle
arN116111011011111111•••

5TRP
41110110
Thurs., Oct. 26
"HONEYMOON IN
BALI"
Fred MacMurray,
Madeline Carroll
News—Cartoon
Friday, Oct. 27
"HERE I'M A
STRANGER"
Richard Greene, Brenda Joyce
News—Sportlight—Novelty
Sat., Oct. 28
"ESPIONAGE AGENT"
Joel McCrea, Brenda Marshall
"Crime Doesn't Pay"—Cartoon
Sunday and Monday
Oct. 29-30
Gary Cooper in
"THE REAL GLORY"
David Nivel, A ndrea I A,,1,
News—Travel,ig
Tuesday, Oct. 31
This is the Big Hite
Be here—Don't Miss,
Showing
"GOODBYE MR. CHIPS"
Robert Donat, Greer (',arson
Wed., Nov. 1
Edward G. Robinson in
"BLACKMAIL"
Ca rtoon—C,,medy

Swannie's Shoe Repair
Shop & Shine Parlor

John T. Cyr & Son 1
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NLY filter combining 66 baffle
interior and cellophane exterior, keeps nicotine, juices, flakes
ott f mouth. No breaking in.
No tongue bite.
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Breaks up hot
smoke stream,
resulting in
mild, healthy
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Most beautiful new styles—unheard of-valtie

Records

The University of Chicago has offered full tuition scholarships to
Rhodes scholars forced from England
by the current war. (A.C.P.)

•

JERRY'S
RADIO HOSPITAL
VI Work (olaraniced
Oimp,
31 Main St.
•

PARKSI

The College of the City of New
York has the largest R.O.T.C. voluntary unit in the nation. (A.C.P.)

again for its fourth year They are
back to put law violators on the spot.
The spot being on Saturday nights at

).
8"
I IARDWARE
Don't
A it 1 E Ty

PLUMBING & HEATING
31-37 311111 St., Orono

forget Campus News at 7:15.
Thursday nights, and Campus Broadcasts at 730. Sunday nights over
M..13Z, dial 620.
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Phi Eta Poverty Party

Tri-Delt Informal

Works of Art In
Great Demand
More than eighty of the one hundred
Pictures included in the loan group
at the art gallery have been borrowed
within the past two weeks by students,
it was announced today by John H.
Huddilston, professor of art.
All these pictures were selected on
the basis of appeal rather than reputation. The pictures may be kept as
long as desired or turned in for new
ones.

WOMEN HEAR
(Continued from Page One)

MAINE MASQUE
(Continued from Page One)
Behind the scenes, Ruth Worcester
and her prop girls have had a real
job on their hands securing properties appropriate to the time and the
place. By holding lengthy consultations in second-hand shops and rummaging more than one attic, they have
well succeeded, even to obtaining an
ale-measure, something few people
today have even heard of.
Costume-mistress is Marcia Finks
who, by her skill with a needle and
ingenuity, has turned out the colorful
costumes so essential to a show of
this type.
William Weatherbee, head of the
stagecraft branch of the department
of Public Speaking, and his stage
crew, headed by Fred Libby, have put
in many hours on the sets and have
arranged for the stage of the Little
Theatre to be transformed from a
brawling barroom to a cosy cabin and
back again. This is particularly difficult work as the scenery must be
mobile enough to be quickly and quietly moved during the brief interval
between scenes.
Musical interludes will be furnished
by a novelty group composed of two
accordionists, a guitarist, and a violinist under the direction of Beatrice
Besse, a transfer from Farmingt,
Normal School, who has had much
experience handling the musical end
of entertainments. She has selected
numbers actually much in vogue at
the time the action of the play takes
place.
All in all, the show should be well
received and, although it has its
serious moments, it is believed that
it will gather almost as many laughs
as "You Can't Take It With You,"
the Masque's final presentation last
year.

The Sunday morning discussion
groups were: program committee,
Miss Edith Wilson; proctors, Miss
Beth Pendleton; parliamentary law,
Mr. Fred Loring; recreation committee, Miss Marion Rogers; publicity,
Mr. Reginald Coggeshall; discussion
leading, Miss Margaret Nesbitt; special reports and records, Miss Madge
Stacy; and the college girl's correspondence, Miss Pearle Baxter.
The conference, which was attended by eighty-nine students and group
leaders, was brought to a close with
a period of meditation under the direction of Helengrace Lancaster.
The committee in charge of planning the conference was, Anna Verrill,
chairman; Miss Edith Wilson, Miss
Helen Lengyel, Miss Beth Pendleton,
Alice Ann Donovan, Helengrace Lancaster, Edna Adams, Marjorie Deering, Jane Holmes, Elizabeth Kruse,
Priscilla Bickford, and Marguerite
Bannigan. In charge of publicity was
Marguerite Baimigan, assisted by Barbara Orff, Kay Boyle, Mary Scribner,
and Ellen Stevens. Music was directed by Miss Beth Pendleton and
Ruth Trickey, a book exhibit by
Phyllis Marks, and room arrangement by Alice Ann Donovan.

A Poverty Party was given by Phi
The fall informal of Delta Delta
Delta sorority was held at the Pe- Eta Kappa fraternity Saturday. Ocnobscot Valley Country Club on Sat- tober 21.
urday, October 21st. The chaperons
Those attending were: Mr. and
were Mrs. Joseph Murray, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Simonson; Alfred BrunElaine Benjamin; Woodbury
rage,
Mrs. Walter Chadbourne, and Dr. Berce, Mary Littlefield; Levi Dow.
and Mrs. Benjamin Speicher.
Joyce Ramsey; Earle Bessey, Sue
Paul Monaghan and his orchestra Base; Warren McNeill, Marjorie Confer Seven Degrees
Thornton; Bert Blanchard, Helen
supplied the music.
Bell, Margaret
Mudlen; Lloyd
For Graduate Work
Among those present were: Rachel Church; Arthur Axtell, Ella Glines;
Kent, Kenneth Clarke; Corinne Com- John Towle, Arlene Parent; William
Seven master's degrees have been
stock, Ralph Pipes; Virginia Hill, Hamilton, Esther Soucie; John
James McCain; Margaret Maxwell, Marsh, Bertha Dennis; Charles Wea- conferred on candidates completing
Howard Kenney; Mavis Creamer, ver, Irene Whitman.
their program of graduate work this
Homer Woodward; Alma Hansen, Kenneth Robertson, Margaret Phil- fall, President Arthur A. Hauck anFrederick Mitchell; Frances Bickford, lips; Harris Whited, Greta Hartt:
Robert Graves; Elayne Snow, Rich- Reid Millar, Helen Banet; Gerald nounced recently.
ard Graves; Dorothy Willard, Jack Spofford. Dorothy Randall; Harold
Stanley Luther Clement, Lionel
Lane; Edith Jacobs, George Cunning- Rheinlander, Eleanor Ward; John Louis Desjardins, Abigail Louise Sarham.
Hoyt. Louise Hoyt: William Rader. gent, and Fred August Tarbox .reRuth Peabody, Daniel C. Roberts; Eileen Flanagan; Alton Clark, EleaRuth White, Sidney Goodrich; Bar- nor King; Howard Ehrlenbach. Mi- ceived degrees of Master of Arts in
bara Young. Raymond Young;Norma riam Brown; Cecil Woodbury. Gladys education.
Sylvester. Charles H. Lufkin; Char- Clark; Frank Brewster, Anita PoolThe degree of Master of Science
lene Perkins, Walter Strang ;Arlene er ; James Ashby, Arlene Brown;
R. Rodman, H. Louis Boyle, Jr.; Eliz- Harry Richardson, Martha Hutchins; was conferred on Khuat-tat Lin, of
abeth Peaslee. Clyde Oxner; Marga- Donald Smith, Glenna Johnson; Keith Amoy, China, in chemical engineering,
ret Peaslee. Albert Hall; Betty Jane Thompson, Dorothy Phair; Jack and on Mrs. Marion Duxbury MaxHoughton, Beulah Lewis; Warren
Ryan, Ralph Dale.
well in education.
Barbara Welch, Robert Irvine; Is- Fish. Frances Donovan; Harvard
The degree of Master of Science
abella Crosby, Wayne Shipman; Pris- Whitten, Jeannette Berry.
cilla Thomas, John Perry; Marion
in education was conferred on Edwin
WebArlene
Robert
Small;
Hines,
A.0.Pi Patronesses
Allerton Cox.
ster. Ralph Woodbury; Lorraine DiHonored with Tea
mitre, William Irvine; Elizabeth
Grant. Charles Adams; Ruth Garrison, Carlton Leach.
A tea in honor of the patronesses
Agnes Walsh, Mark W. Ingraham; of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority was
Ruth Worcester, Gene McLaughlin; held in Balentine sunparlors, Sunday.
Margaret Sawyer, Stanley Holland;
The finals in the Intramural FootRuth NIacCelland, William Worces- October 22. Dorothy Brewer and
ball League will be played off between
ter; Katherine Ingalls, Harris Mc- Dorothy Warren poured.
Lean; Barbara Emmons, Joseph MutPhi Mu Delta and Kappa Sigma SunElspeth Johnson was in charge of
Ian; Camilla Doak, Jerome Sleeves;
day afternoon, October 29, on the
Connie Banks, George Ellis; Estelle the tea, assisted by Marion Fitzgerald,
Lawrence. Dwight Darrell; Ernestine Elizabeth Mulholland. Elizabeth Em- practice field behind the Memorial
Carver, Parker Moulton; Muriel ery. Frances Sawyer, and Frances Gymnasium.
Murphy, Hugh Murphy. Jr.
Phi Mu Delta won the right to
Rhoda.
Margaret Orser, Stuart Oakes;
g the Soutlern
The patronesses of the sorority are compete by wi
Elizabeth Libbey, William Treat;
Priscilla Bickford, Harry Nelson; Mrs. Beulah Wells. Mrs. Mary Mc- League championship, defeating Alpha
Alice Ann Donvan, George Scmidt ;
Tau Omega, 12-0, in a game played
Dr. William J. Nolan, of the deDorothy Phair, Keith Thompson; Clure. and Mrs. Alice Bogan.
October 22. The contest was ref- partment of chemistry and chemical
Marjorie Deering, Walter Hanley;
ereed by Astor and D. Browne.
engineering, presented a paper enMarion Fitzgerald, Lawrence Kelley; Phi Gam Entertains
Beulah Lewis. Jack Houghton; CorThe Northern League title was won titled "The Teaching of Unit Procestna Kingsley. Paul Billings; Esther
2 National Officers by Kappa Sigma in a game with Phi ses at the University of Maine," writDrummond, Edward Tanner.
Eta Kappa by the very close score of ten by J. G. L. Caulfield and L. C.
Mr. Cecil J. Wilkinson, of WashJenness, of the same department, at
2-0. Cohen and Johnston refereed.
ington,
Sigma Nu, Lambda Chi
D. C., National Executive
•
the meeting of the New England
Alpha Report Pledges Secretary, and Prof. William Phin- Fordham University this year has Division of the Society for the Proney, of Worcester Tech, Chief of a special seminar in play writing. motion of Engineering Education at
The following pledge reports have Section I, were the featured guest (A.C.P.)
Northeastern University, October 14.
been registered by the Interfraternity speakers at the annual Norris Initia1
Council: Edward A. Henderson and tion Banquet held at the Phi Gamma
Beverly D. Weatherby to Sigma Nu; Delta House on Sunday, October
•
and Heywood B. Macomber, Jr.. to 22nd.
WE CORDIALLY INVITE
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Other speakers were: William
Freshmen
to inspect our new Fall line of
the
The Council also announces the Page, toastmaster John Carlisle, '40,
release of the following men from their house president, Prof. Alpheus Lyon
CAMPUS WEAR AND PARTY DRESSES
pledges to Delta Tau Delta: Albert for the faculty, Henry Eaton for the
Adams and Wiljo Lindell.
Alumni, and John Eldridge, '42, for
the new members. Ted Curtis, alumIn the Miami University chemistry ni adviser, also spoke
briefly.
laboratory there is a special shower
Following the banquet a colored
for use when students' clothes catch
film of life at the seventy-three chapfire during experiments. (A.C.P.)
ters throughout the country and other
Main Street
Fifty per cent of the Washington items of interest in the fraternity was
•
shown
by
•
Mr.
Wilkinson.
Over
and Jefferson College student body are
taking one or more courses in chemis- seventy students and alumni were
present.
try. (A.C.P.)

Kappa Sig, Phi Mu
Vie For Trophy

Keep America out of War.

Patronize Our Advertisers

THE LAST WORD

A deputation team from the Maine
Christian Association took charge of
the week-end activities in several of
the churches in Oxford County last
week. The team attended a social
Norway
Congregational
at
the
Church Saturday evening. On Sunday they conducted services in Norway, South Paris, Waterford, North
Waterford, Center Lovell, Albany,
and East Stoneham.
The young people of the several
churches gathered for a supper and
sing Sunday evening, followed by a
candlelight service including special
music, poetry, and meditations.
Those included in the group were
Barbara Farnham, Margaret Steinmetz, Josephine Blake, Lucille Hall,
Francis Andrews, Bryant Bean, Carlton Nowell, William Booth, Kermit
Wilson, John Cullinan, John Colby,
Robert Goodwin, and Albion Beverage.

Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychology fraternity, initiated eleven
members, including one instructor, into its society at its meeting last Monday evening, Norman Fay, president,
announced recently.
The new members are: Ruth Fessenden, Karl Fillmore, Emily Hopkins, Virginia Moulton, Charlene Perkins, Claralyn Preble, Harold Rheinlander, Margaret Romero, Mary
Scribner, Raymond Valliere, and Mr.
G. W. Gebhardt, instructor in psychology.
A social followed the initiation.
NOTICE
All interested in running the
cloak room at the Military Ball
should submit their bids immediately to James FitzPatrick, 112
Hannibal Hamlin Hall.

Alfred R. Bridgford, '43, a student
•
•
in the College of Technology, has
Now is the time to have
been awarded the Worcester County
your winter clothing
Alumni Scholarship for the college
cleaned and pressed. Call
year 1939-40, it was announced recently by President Arthur A. Hauck.
Craig, the Tailor
Tel. Orono 82
Patronize Our Advertisers
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acco..opens Doors
to Fields where People
Live,Work &Achieve

Today there are about 1,000 000
cigar stores, drug stores,country and grocery stores where
you can buy cigarettes in the United States. These retailers, and the jobbers who serve them, have built up
a service of courtesy and convenience unmatched by any other
industry catering to the American public's pleasure. (
THERE ARE ANOTHER MILLION people who
are engaged directly or indirectly in the transportation of
cigarettes to every town, hamlet and crossroads.

The College World...
7ft Pithaes

IT IS ESTIMATED that there are 1,602,000
tobacco farmers raising tobacco in 20 out of the 48
states. Good tobacco is one of the hardest crops to
raise and bring to market, requiring great skill and
patiencefrom seed-bed planting to harvesting and curing. The modern tobacco farmer has done well the job
of constantly improving the quality of his product.

New Cardigan Sweaters in all the
high colors:
Maize—Red—White—Green
Price

Initiate Seven Into
M.C. A. Deputation
Sigma Mu Sigma
Team Visits Norway

3.95

913-e grace Shoppe
ORONO, MAINE

THE AVERAGE LENGTH of service of the 13,230
people working in the Chesterfield factories, storage
houses, leaf-handling and redrying plants is over 10
years. This means that every step in the making of
Chesterfields, regardless of how small, is handled by people who have had 10 years of experience and ability in
knowing their jobs.

Alumni
Keep in touch with
ATHLETIC, FRATERNAL, AND CAMPUS NEWS

TRULY TOBACCO OPENS DOORS to fields where
people live, work and achieve, and Chesterfield takes
pride in its ever increasing part in this great industry that
is devoted entirely to the pleasure of the American public.

The following coupon will bring you the
MAINE CAMPUS for the rest of the year
Clip aud mail to "Maine Campus," Box 69, Alumni Hall,
U. of M., Orono

TO SNIOKERS, Chesterfield Cigarettes have
always said, and now repeat, that in no other cigarette
made can youfind the same degree ofreal mildness and
good taste, or the same high quality ofproperly cured
and aged tobaccos. Chesterfield Cigarettes are made
with one purpose only... to give smokers everywhere
the MILDER, BETTER-TASTING SMOKING PLEASURE they want. You can't buy a better cigarette.

"One Picture Tells as Much as Ten Thousand Words”
Enclosed is $1.00 for "Campus" Subscription for following
Name
Address
City
I will notify of change of address
Signed

.
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DODGE CLOTHES
REVERSIBLES
SUITS
*16.75
TUXEDOS
TOPCOATS
89 Main St, Bal,5

Shutters click . . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. . . to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. . but of course it is only possible v.)
oring you the best of these . . . in
addition to the numerous collegiate fea.ures appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with

T.,4e Maine Tampas

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK
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